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Covid-19 in the Dark Web

▪ Covid-19 remains a global concern given 
another wave of infections, and second the new 
concerns resulted from the recent spread of the 
Covid-19 Omicron variant.

▪ Discussions regarding the new variants and 
their transmissibility and severity, the efficacy 
of existing vaccines, and border restrictions are 
ongoing all over the world.

▪ This case study answers questions on the role 
played by the Dark Web in frustrating efforts to 
contain Covid-19 and exacerbating the impact 
of the virus.



Case Study Questions

▪ What use cases are supported by the 

Dark Web?

▪ How do these use cases affect different 

countries?

▪ What other observations are 

noteworthy?

Domain provides overview of corona passes per country:
http://dzsjmkkbakqgel54h65o72dfxrnsghbly3rm77xeixpe3m4r7fkyelad.onion

http://dzsjmkkbakqgel54h65o72dfxrnsghbly3rm77xeixpe3m4r7fkyelad.onion/


Use Cases in Dark Domains 
tagged Covid-19

Top 3 Use Cases

1. Fake Covid-19 documents:
▪ Vaccine certificates 

▪ Vaccine passports

▪ Faked negative test papers 

▪ Hacking of vaccinated persons databases 
in hospitals

2. Sale of Covid-19 vaccines

3. Coronavirus conspiracies and 
dis/misinformation

https://monitor.dws.pm/darknet/?sort=-discovered_at&tag=Covid-19&host=&title=&up=online

Everybody can search 
with tags like Covid-

19 under the 
Advanced option

https://monitor.dws.pm/darknet/?sort=-discovered_at&tag=Covid-19&host=&title=&up=online


Use Case #1 
Fake Covid-19 vaccine 

certificates, vaccine 
passports, faked 

negative test papers, 
hacking of vaccinated 
persons databases in 

hospitals

Use Case #2 
Sale of Covid-19 

vaccines

Use Case #3 
Corona virus 

conspiracies and 
dis/misinformation



Fake Covid-19 vaccination certificates
Use Case #1

▪ “Work has asked that I get 
vaccinated, but for various reasons I 
don’t want to.”

▪ Most vaccine certificates bought on 
cybercriminal platforms are likely 
intended to circumvent travel 
restrictions.

▪ Sale of Covid-19 “vaccine passport” 
to buyers who “want to travel freely 
without being jabbed.” Cost starts 
from as low as $25.

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-56489574

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-56489574


Fake Covid-19 vaccination certificates
Use Case #1

▪ Some domains charge a standard rate for Covid 
Certificates for various countries. For example, the 
domain in screenshot charges a standard rate of $99 for 
Covid Certificates for France, Germany, USA, Romania, 
Czech Republic, UK, Ukraine, Fiji, New Zealand, Austria, 
Switzerland, Greece, Belgium, Spain, Netherlands, 
Finland, Ireland, Canada, Australia, Italy, Portugal, 
Latvia, Estonia, Slovenia, Russia, Morocco, Brazil, and 
even “Other Country”. 

▪ Each Covid Certificate is customized to the healthcare 
system of each country (example on the right). 

▪ The prices are dynamic. For example, the price from this 
domain was $75 on 4 Nov 2021. On 1 Dec 2021, it had 
since increased to $99.

Discovered and online between 4 Nov and 1 Dec 2021:
http://covidg2tw7iyaiyuzc5m5kyxpviwbp3lhbt4radvlmhwwfceb7j7uyid.onion

http://covidg2tw7iyaiyuzc5m5kyxpviwbp3lhbt4radvlmhwwfceb7j7uyid.onion/


▪ Covid-19 vaccines are being 
sold on the darknet. Prices 
range between $150 – $500 
for doses of AstraZeneca, 
Sputnik, Sinopharm, or 
Johnson & Johnson jabs.

▪ Vendors are cashing in on 
people desperate to leapfrog 
the line.

Covid-19 vaccines offered
Use Case #2

https://www.wired.com/story/dark-web-teeming-with-vaccine-listings/

https://www.wired.com/story/dark-web-teeming-with-vaccine-listings/


Covid-19 vaccines
Use Case #2

▪ As early as April 2020, we found the 
first online advertisements for Covid-
19 vaccines, which were obviously 
scams. 

▪ Nowadays, it is much more difficult to 
ascertain the authenticity of vaccines 
sold. 

▪ The fact that transportation of 
vaccines requires them to be stored at 
temperatures between -50 to -80 
degrees Celsius, makes such sales 
highly suspicious in general.

Discovered and online between 26 April and 2 May 2020, currently offline:
http://zhhmcrde4eibgnepxmo4qr4okw6cmfesxa64el2lo6unc5tdvalicsid.onion

http://zhhmcrde4eibgnepxmo4qr4okw6cmfesxa64el2lo6unc5tdvalicsid.onion/


▪ Conspiracy theorists are “exploiting the fear, 
uncertainty and doubt people are 
experiencing during the pandemic, and using 
the anxiety and desperation to get people to 
buy things or click on things they wouldn't 
have otherwise,” and as a result these items 
are not cheap.

▪ These forums often act as a gateway to 
marketplaces, for people to plug their 
products or services to a targeted audience. 

▪ Hackers are more interested in your money, 
information, and identity for exploitation.

Conspiracies & dis/misinformation
Use Case #3

Domain was discovered and active between: 14 July 2021 and 13 October 2021
http://pcr6k5krxwcvmessygjmfsbxgnyju6ipq5236ki55n2i5u4uylpq.b32.i2p

Note this domain was not hosted 
within the Tor network but in I2P

http://pcr6k5krxwcvmessygjmfsbxgnyju6ipq5236ki55n2i5u4uylpq.b32.i2p/


Exit Scam
Observation #1

A small shop had opened to sell 
International Vaccination 

passports in Germany.

After two weeks, the shop closed and 
displayed this Law Enforcement Notice.

However, this notice was NOT gazetted by 
Law Enforcement authorities and appears 

to be fake (likely an exit scam).



Cyber Scams?
Observation #2

Same cryptocurrency address / wallet used 
to sell the Covid pass had also been used to 
sell Child Sexual Abuse archives.

Last transaction 
on 18 Oct 2021



Concluding Remarks

▪ Dark Web is used to frustrate Covid-19 measures with use cases 
1. Counterfeit documents, certificates and proofs, 

2. Fake or stolen vaccines and 

3. Spread of dis/misinformation.

▪ Illicit purchasing of vaccination proofs is a worrying trend, especially 
given they are offered for a large range of countries

▪ Covid-19 scams abound and are correlated to other crimes and scams. 
These initiatives have attracted a significant number of transactions, and 
should not be taken lightly.



Dark Web Monitor

▪ DWM is an Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) 
repository that provides insights into criminal and 
fraudulent activities facilitated by the Dark Web and 
Virtual Assets.

▪ Active monitoring (Dated December 2021)
▪ > 1.2 million Dark Web domains
▪ > 130,000 active Dark Web domains
▪ > 7.5 million Cryptocurrency addresses discovered in Dark 

Web

▪ Targeted monitoring of online illegal activities: 
https://cflw.com/dwm

https://cflw.com/dwm


Colophon

For any questions on this case study how we retrieved the data, or how we 
obtained the analytical insights from Dark Web Monitor? 

Latest Covid-19 developments in Dark Web

Feel free to contact the 

CFLW Intelligence team

info@cflw.com

mailto:info@cflw.com



